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Ben Rose 
Nuquist, Andy 
Wed, Aug 2, 2000 3:14 PM 
Re: Sections' financial roles in shelter projects 

Hello Andrew. I left you a phone message today , in hopes of continuing our conversation prompted by 
your very good question. 
Hopefully we can find a time to chat before the Montpelier Section's 12 meeting. 

Here is a quick attempt at a written response: 

In general , the Sections are much more important to GMC as sources of personal gratification for 
members, social cohesion, and volunteer labor than as sources of funding. The last thing we want to do, 
especially now that we have "come out the other end" of Uniform Dues, is to create any sense of financial 
pressure on the Sections. 

Each shelter project is unique, and I don't believe we need to have a hard-and-fast rule about a Section's 
role. With Stratton Pond Shelter, for example, the Worcester Section's financial involvement was fairly 
minor and low-key, consisting basically of an appeal to members to help in raising some of the funds in 
honor of Bob Hume. 

Burlington, on the other hand, is a large and relatively wealthy section, and had funds specifically set aside 
for Butler Lodge. The fact that Burlington Section is in a position to provide $1 ,000 toward the $30,000 
Butler project is wonderful , but not necessarily applicable for all GMC Sections. 

To the extent that Sections wish to raise and set aside money for specific projects in which they have a 
geographic stake, I certainly won't discourage them. However, we do not view shelter replacement 
projects as being a financial responsibility of the hosting Section. In the past few years, Spruce Ledge 
Camp, Birch Glen Camp, and Peru Peak Shelter have all been financially coordinated from HQ. Again , 
the most valuable input of the sections is volunteer effort, pride, and leadership, NOTmoney. 

In light of your recognition that Montclair, Gorham, and Sterling are on the horizon, it probably makes 
sense at this time for Montpelier Section to build up some reserves, as opposed to making additional 
contributions to club operations. However, I do not foresee a scenario in which "present generosity will 
lead to future pain". 

In summary, I would like to avoid a situation in which 12 or 14 sections feel compelled to establish their 
own endowments. We are all in it together. On the other hand, certain sections may wish to play an 
active financial role on specific projects, and that is great. The overriding objective is to have Section folks 
feel ownership over shelters within their trail segments, without feeling financially burdened by necessary 
infrastructure improvements. · 

Does that make sense? Mine is not the last or only opinion on this. Should we discuss with Executive 
Committee? Or at least with Marty and with Pete Richardson as Trail Management Committee Chair? 

Talk to you soon, Ben 

Ben Rose 
Executive Director 

The Green Mountain Club 
4711 Waterbury-Stowe Road 
Waterbury Center, Vermont 05677 
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»> Reidun and Andrew Nuquist <nuquist@together.net> 07/19 10:26 AM»> 
Ben: 

Should sections be encouraged to build up bank account reserves to 
cover future expenses for shelter repair or replacement, or should they 
rely on GMC resources for extraordinary expenses? 

I phrase the above question, which I have raised before, in general 
terms so you can lift it out for discussion. My interest is focused on 
the Montpelier Section for which I am treasurer. Some members are 
nervous about our long-standing practice of periodically donating our 
surplus funds to the GMC, rather than building up our own savings or 
investment account. (We got in trouble, you remember, at the change-over 
to uniform dues.) 

Sterling Pond Shelter and Gorham Lodge will both soon require 
attention, and funds will be needed. Considering the overall needs of 
the Club and its sections, whose reserves should be tapped? 

Do 12 (now 14) separate section savings accounts make sense? 

In our case, how do we evaluate the importance of an extra $500 for the 
GMC education program vs. having $500 in our account for capital shelter 
expenses in the future? 

Since the Montpelier Section is not hung-up on autonomy, this issue is 
entirely practical. Will present generosity lead to future pain for the 
section? What will the GMC say if we are short of funds for 
reconstruction? 


